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US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures trade lower as rising bond yields cause a fear that tech stocks are 
too expensive. This isn’t a new story. Take a look at the Russell 2000 (description http://bit.ly/3pHt27t ). It is 
+14.8% YTD as investors pile into smaller companies and cyclical stocks.   I saw the first of many fear-porn 
articles on interest rates this weekend. Here was the headline of a Forbes article: “A Stock Market Nightmare 
Scenario: The S&P Could return 0% through early 2028 if interest rates rise.” Fed Funds Futures are now 
pricing in a 10% chance of a Fed rate move this year, but let’s relax on the ‘nightmare scenario’ talk. Boeing is 
down 4% pre-market after it told airlines to stop flying its wide-body 777 aircraft. The company can’t get out 
of its own way. Airbnb got an upgrade to Buy from Loop Capital. Last big week for earnings with Home Depot, 
Occidental, Lowe’s, ViacomCBS, Airbnb, DraftKings, Best Buy, HPQ, Etsy, Carvana, and Moderna reporting 
numbers. Goodyear is buying rival Cooper Tire. Kohl’s is+7% pre-market on an activist investor nominating 
nine directors to the board. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value:  10-Yr Yield: 1.369%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 Strength in housing and e-commerce during the pandemic has helped propel blue-collar jobs, with 
employment in some categories exceeding pre-crisis levels.- WSJ 

 Toast is planning an IPO that could value the restaurant-software provider at around $20 billion.-WSJ 
 Covid-19 survivors who received a dose of a vaccine against the disease are generating immune 

responses that might make a second shot unnecessary.-WSJ 
 Israel lifted curbs on most commerce and public activity, requiring a pass to document vaccination 

status for some pursuits.-WSJ 
 US Senate panel to hear from Biden’s attorney general nominee Garland.-Reuters 
 Oil producers eye long road to recovery as Texas begins to thaw.-Reuters 
 Petrobras shares plunge 17% premarket on NYSE after Brazil’s far-right president moved to replace 

the state-controlled oil company’s market-friendly CEO with a retired army general.-Reuters 
 Cost of flood damage to US homes will increase by 61% in 30 years.-Reuters 
 Beijing and Chinese pharma companies are assembling a chain of airplanes, warehouses, and trucks to 

deliver refrigerated doses of the coronavirus vaccine to the developing world, the latest link in its 
push to build global influence.-WSJ 

 Australia will not alter legislation that would make Facebook and Google pay news outlets for 
content, as the final vote nears.-Reuters 

 US climate czar John Kerry said the upcoming UN climate summit in Glasgow was the “last, best hope” 
to get the world on track to limit global warming to 1.5C, as he underscored the security challenges a 
warming planet poses.-FT (Can we get rid of the term “czar”?) 

 Squeezed between some in his party and more cautious scientific advice, Boris Johnson will reveal his 
plan to ease lockdowns on Monday—and the rest of the world will be watching how the UK assesses 
the risks.-FT 

 Bridgewater is shaking up its leadership ranks—chief operating officer Brian Kreiter is leaving and the 
firm is creating an investment committee to expand decision-making beyond founder Ray Dalio and 
his co-chief investment officers.-WSJwkend 
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 New evidence from China is affirming what epidemiologists have long suspected: The coronavirus was 
likely spreading unnoticed around Wuhan, infecting people for weeks, before it exploded in late 
2019.-WSJ (Can someone tell the WHO because they are worthless?) 

 With the Winter Olympic Games less than a year away, “a powerful and confident China is promising 
retaliation if any country boycotts the event over human rights,” something elected officials in the US, 
UK, and Canada have called for.-NYTSunday 

 A Russian court cleared the way for the possible transfer of opposition leader Aleksei Navalny to the 
country’s penal colony system as authorities seek to silence the country’s most vocal critic of 
President Putin.-NYT (Does anyone think this guy is ever getting out?) 

 A Suffolk University/USA Today poll found that Donald Trump's support remains largely unshaken 
after his second impeachment and that a large number of people would abandon the GOP and join a 
Trump-led party was he to start one. (Good luck with that.) 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 

 Fast Company: We need more education on what is recyclable https://bit.ly/3ugMw6s  
 NY Post Op-Ed: The media is mad because they’re losing power http://bit.ly/3qI33yb  
 Inverse: Why do people have lucid dreams? http://bit.ly/2Nwaxpx  
 FS Blog: Solve problems before they happen http://bit.ly/3bvMhLZ (If we want to get away from 

glorifying those who run around putting out fires, we need to cultivate an organizational culture that 
empowers everyone to act responsibly at the first sign of smoke.) 

 
Charts from The Daily Shot: 
 
The global bond rout is picking up momentum. Most bond yields are still below 2019 levels but are rising quickly. 

• The US: 
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Japan: 
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Here is the market’s projection for the fed funds rate. 

 
Source: @jsblokland   
 
The 10yr note futures volume spiked last week. 

 
Source: FHN Financial    
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The looming US Treasury withdrawals from its account at the Fed will flood the market with liquidity, creating demand 
for short-term paper. 

 
Source: @AndreasSteno    
 
Higher inflation tends to be helpful for leveraged companies (pushing up prices of commodities, real 
property, etc.). This chart shows the spread between Baa (BBB) and Aaa (AAA) corporate bonds vs. 
market-based inflation expectations (breakeven). 

 
Source: Kevin Daley, Robins School of Business, University of Richmond   
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Rising producer prices are making their way to the consumers. 

 
Source: Capital Economics    
 
Investors are buying stocks that will benefit from higher prices. Assets of a recently-launched ETF (INFL) focusing on 
inflation-sensitive stocks soared. 
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Fund managers have been boosting their allocation to commodities. 

 
Source: BofA Global Research    
 
US gasoline prices at the pump keep climbing. 

 
Source: GasBuddy   Further reading   
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Energy stocks continue to lag crude oil. 

 
  
Insider selling has accelerated. 

 
Source: Citi, @hmeisler    
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Equity fund inflows have accelerated. 

 
Source: Deutsche Bank Research    

Bitcoin tested $58k before pulling back. 

 
  
US population changes by race/ethnicity: (I’m hopeful we get to a point soon when identity politics disappears.) 
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Source: @WSJ   Read 
full article    

 
Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting, or other professional expert advice. 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
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